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Abstract. The Szeged index S´.G/ of a connected graph G is defined as the sum of the terms
nu.ejG/nv.ejG/ over all edges e D uv of G, where nu.ejG/ is the number of vertices of G
lying closer to u than to v and nv.ejG/ is the number of vertices of G lying closer to v than to u.
In this paper, some variants of the Szeged index such as the edge PI index, edge Szeged index,
edge-vertex Szeged index, vertex-edge Szeged index, and revised edge Szeged index are studied
under rooted product of graphs. Results are applied to compute these graph invariants for some
chemical graphs by specializing components in rooted products.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider connected finite graphs without loops or multiple edges.
Let G be such a graph with vertex set V.G/ and edge set E.G/. We denote by
d.u;vjG/ the distance between the vertices u and v in G which is the length of any
shortest path in G connecting u and v. Let e D uv be the edge of G connecting the
vertices u and v. The quantities n0.ejG/, nu.ejG/, and nv.ejG/ are defined to be
the number of vertices of G equidistant from u and v, the number of vertices of G
whose distance to u is smaller than the distance to v, and the number of vertices of
G whose distance to v is smaller than the distance to u, respectively, i.e.,
n0.ejG/D jf´ 2 V.G/ W d.´;ujG/D d.´;vjG/gj ;
nu.ejG/D jf´ 2 V.G/ W d.´;ujG/ < d.´;vjG/gj ;
nv.ejG/D jf´ 2 V.G/ W d.´;vjG/ < d.´;ujG/gj :
For an edge e D uv 2 E.G/ and a vertex ´ 2 V.G/, the distance between ´ and
e is defined as d.´;ejG/ D minfd.´;ujG/;d.´;vjG/g. The quantities m0.ejG/,
mu.ejG/, and mv.ejG/ are defined to be the number of edges of G equidistant from
u and v, the number of edges of G whose distance to u is smaller than the distance
c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to v, and the number of edges of G whose distance to v is smaller than the distance
to u, respectively, i.e.,
m0.ejG/D jff 2E.G/ W d.u;f jG/D d.v;f jG/gj ;
mu.ejG/D jff 2E.G/ W d.u;f jG/ < d.v;f jG/gj ;
mv.ejG/D jff 2E.G/ W d.v;f jG/ < d.u;f jG/gj :
For the vertex ´ 2 V.G/, we define
m´.G/D jfe D uv 2E.G/ W d.u;´jG/¤ d.v;´jG/gj :
Chemical graphs, particularly molecular graphs, are graph-based descriptions of
molecules, with vertices representing the atoms and edges representing the bonds. A
numerical invariant associated with a chemical graph is called topological index or
graph invariant. Topological indices are used in theoretical chemistry for the design
of chemical compounds with given physicochemical properties or given pharmaco-
logic and biological activities [6, 20]. The Wiener index [21], defined as the sum
of distances between all pairs of vertices in a chemical graph, is the oldest and the
most thoroughly studied topological index from both theoretical and practical point
of view. Motivated by the original definition of the Wiener index, the Szeged index
[11] was introduced in 1994 which coincides with the Wiener index for a tree. It
found applications in quantitative structure-property-activity-toxicity modeling [16].





In recent years, some variants of the Szeged index such as the vertex PI index [17],
edge PI index [15], edge Szeged index [12], edge-vertex Szeged index [18], vertex-
edge Szeged index [9], revised Szeged index [19], and revised edge Szeged index [7]
have attracted much attention in both chemistry and mathematics. These indices are


























































We refer the reader to [1, 10, 14] for more information on these indices.
The rooted product G1fG2g of a graph G1 and a rooted graph G2 is the graph
obtained by taking one copy of G1 and jV.G1/j copies of G2, and by identifying the
root vertex of the i-th copy of G2 with the i-th vertex of G1, for i D 1;2; :::; jV.G1/j.
In this paper, we study the edge PI index, edge Szeged index, edge-vertex Szeged
index, vertex-edge Szeged index, and revised edge Szeged index under rooted product
of graphs. Results are applied to compute these invariants for some chemical graphs
by specializing components in rooted products. For more information on computing
topological indices of rooted product see [2–5, 8, 13, 22].
2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Let G1 and G2 be two connected graphs with vertex sets V.G1/ and V.G2/ and
edge sets E.G1/ and E.G2/, respectively. In this section, we compute some variants
of the Szeged index for rooted product of G1 and G2. Throughout this section, the
graph G2 is assumed to be rooted on the vertex x 2 V.G2/ and the degree of x in G2
is denoted by ı. Also, we denote by ni and mi , the order and size of the graph Gi ,


































We partition the above sum into two sums as follows:
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Eq. (2.1) is obtained by adding the quantities S1 and S2. 
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We partition the above sum into two sums as follows:








































































Eq. (2.2) is obtained by adding the quantities S1 and S2. 






















We partition the above sum into two sums as follows:


















































































































Eq. (2.3) is obtained by adding the quantities S1 and S2. 





















































We partition the above sum into two sums as follows:







































































































































Eq. (2.5) is obtained by adding the quantities S1 and S2. 
Using Eq. (2.4), we can get an alternative formula for the vertex-edge Szeged
index of the rooted product of G1 and G2.






















Proof. From Eq. (2.4), we get
PI .2/v .G1/Dm1n21 4S´.G1/C2S´.G1/:
Eq. (2.6) is obtained by applying the above equation in Eq. (2.5) and simplifying the
resulting expression. 



















Lemma 1. The second edge PI index of G1fG2g is given by



















We partition the above sum into two sums as follows:
The first sum S1 consists of contributions to PI
.2/

































D PI .2/e .G1/Cm22PI .2/v .G1/C4m2S´ve.G1/:
The second sum S2 consists of contributions to PI
.2/



























































Eq. (2.8) is obtained by adding the quantities S1 and S2. 
Theorem 7. The revised edge Szeged index of the rooted product G1fG2g is given
by
































































Eq. (2.9) is obtained by simplifying the above expression. 
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3. EXAMPLES AND COROLLARIES
In this section, we apply the results of the previous section to compute the edge
PI index, edge Szeged index, edge-vertex Szeged index, vertex-edge Szeged index,
and revised edge Szeged index of some graphs by specializing components in rooted
product.
Let Pn, Sn, and Cn denote the n-vertex path, star, and cycle, respectively. Some
Szeged-related topological indices of these graphs have been given in Table 1.
Graph Pn Sn Cn, n is even Cn, n is odd
PIv n.n 1/ n.n 1/ n2 n.n 1/

























































TABLE 1. Some topological indices of path, star, and cycle.
As the first example, consider the rooted product of Pn and Pm, where the root vertex
of Pm is assumed to be on one of its pendant vertices (vertices of degree one). This
molecular graph is called the comb lattice graph. Using Eqs. (2.1) (2.3), (2.6), (2.9),
and Table 1, we easily arrive at:
Corollary 2. Let G D PnfPmg, where the root vertex of Pm is assumed to be on








































Let P n .m/ denote the m thorn path which is the graph obtained by attaching m
pendant vertices to each vertex of the path Pn. This graph can be viewed as the rooted
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product of Pn and the star graph on mC 1 vertices, where the root vertex of SmC1
is assumed to be on its central vertex (vertex of degree m). Using Eqs. (2.1) (2.3),
(2.6), (2.9), and Table 1, we easily arrive at:
Corollary 3. The following equalities hold:
(i) PIe.P n .m//D n2m2Cnm.2n 3/C .n 1/.n 2/;















































Let C n .m/ denote the m thorn cycle which is the graph obtained by attaching m
pendant vertices to each vertex of the cycle Cn. This graph can be seen as the rooted
product of Cn and the star graph on mC 1 vertices, where SmC1 is assumed to be
rooted on its central vertex. Using Eqs. (2.1) (2.3), (2.6), (2.9), and Table 1, we
easily arrive at:
Corollary 4. The following equalities hold:
(i) PIe.C n .m//D

n2m2Cnm.2n 1/Cn.n 2/ n is even;
n2m2C2nm.n 1/Cn.n 1/ n is odd;























































Finally, consider the rooted product of Pn and Cm. Note that because of the sym-
metry of Cm any vertex of this graph can be considered at its root vertex. Using Eqs.
(2.1) (2.3), (2.6), (2.9), and Table 1, we easily arrive at:
Corollary 5. Let G D PnfCmg. Then
(i) PIe.G/D

n2m2C2nm.n 2/C .n 1/.n 2/ m is even;
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